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Most of us have been hammered by deadlines to the
point we feel like we are
chained to our workstations
with maybe only a quick respite to refuel and catch some
sleep. We tend to thrive on
pressure and usually, the fear
of blowing a deadline for a
managing editor with little
patience for excuses helps
motivate us. But grind too
long without some sort of
break and instead of all that
pressure producing diamonds,
you can end up with coal dust.
I made the horrifying discovery about 20 years ago that I
do my best writing when I roll
out of bed around 0400 and
head straight to the computer
and start hammering away. I
live in Florida and my company’s home office is in California so sometimes my days
are upwards of 14 hours long.
But I am lucky. If my wife sees
me putting in a lot of hours
she’ll say, “Get out of your
chair, jump in the kayak and
go fishing! it’s great advice.
Fortunately, most good
writers can take almost any
sort of outing and create copy
or social media posts from it.
The act of getting out in the
real world and “walking the
walk” is also one of the greatest ways to recharge your
creative batteries. We get
offered a lot of trips by manufacturers and I take them up

on it. In a span of one month
this summer, I went to Sweden, the Florida Keys, Charle
-ston, S.C., Orlando and Milwaukee and in the process,
ran into my fellow BWI
board of directors.
I love to travel and I
started doing something a
few years ago that I wish I’d
done earlier. For business
trips, I begin adding extra
days (at my own expense) to Assignments can include getaways. Photo: Zuzana Prochazka.
explore these great places
we go to but often don’t get
to really experience because
Payments may be made by
of tight agendas. You can do it check or via PayPal with the
cheaply too.
link on the “Join” page at
On the Sweden trip, I
www.bwi.org. Active dues are
stayed at an awesome Airbnb
$50 per year, Associate $60,
for $40 and got a $10 mass
Supporting members $175.
transit pass allowing travel
Dues payment keeps access
around Gothenburg, including available to member benefits:
the ferries to the archipelago.
- Communications about your
I found some great local rescolleagues and the industry
taurants that were budget- Your Online Listing at where
friendly and shot video used
people go to find writers
in social media. Playing tourist - Listing in the Annual Direcfor even a day makes it feel
tory for others to find you
less like work and helps me to - Free first two entries to the
be more productive. So when
Annual Writing Contest
burnout starts hitting you, get - Easy access to boat shows
out … do something … anywith your BWI Press Card
thing!
- And more!
Questions on any of this can
Last Call for Dues
be sent to info@bwi.org.
You can reach me at
BWI members who owe 2019 boatscribe@ comcast.net.
dues have received several
email reminders. These need
Alan Jones
to be paid by early-August to
maintain benefits.
BWI President
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E15 Caution
Now Election
Includes Results
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BWI Annual
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that the
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Now
I’m also
confused
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Close seconds go to the
Dell Streak for a nifty laptop-like computer with a
screen that pirouettes and
becomes a tablet. Other
notables, Blackberry’s tablet
for business enterprise and
security, Samsung Galaxy,
already established as the
number two player in the
market and, in the lower
price category, Coby Kyros.
See pictures and videos at
www.ces.cnet.com/cestablets-ebooks.
Bottom line, the Android
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them
tothem
fix RFS.
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CES,
16 of
Contact
Scott
Croft,
with built-in Internet. While
SCroft@BoatUS.com,
no one company stole the
show with an easy to use
set box that lets you create
your own TV guide, clearly
the technology is there.
As you can imagine, after
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bothofthe
recreational
four days
walking
and
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commercial
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we
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gathered
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bothtrends.
evenings
products
and social
in
thequestions
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Got
want4:30
to to
6:30
p.m.. OnJust
Thursday,
Sepbrainstorm?
call.
tember 19, NMEA Level 1 &
2 manufacturer-specific training sessions and the RTCM
GMDSS task force meeting
will take place. The NMEA
Product of Excellence
Awards banquet will be held
that evening from 6:30 to
8:30 p,m,
Registration is now open
with the early bird rate in
effect through August 15th.
For more information, visit
www.expo.nmea.org or contact the NMEA at 410/9759425.

Electronics Convention in September

Alan Wendt has been an
active member of BWI for
nearly two decades, is a
current Director, and has
served as writing contest
judge and Innovations
Awards judge. He is the
editorial director for Marine CEO magazine and
publisher of two custom
lifestyle boating publications. Contact him at
Alan@wendtproductions.
com.
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IBEX
Seminars
ActiveInnovations
& Associate&Member
News
The International BoatBuilders’ Exhibition and Conference (IBEX), held this year
October 1-3 at the Tampa
Convention Center, announced its expanded Education Conference Seminar
Series. The series is offered
in eight tracks and will include the new Tech & Tool
Lab with hands-on learning
about vacuum bagging and
Enhances
3DByrne
printing.
To attend IBEX
seminars,
visitors
can register
MegaYacht News
Site
forDiane
Individual,
Three-Pack,
Byrne’s MegaYachtor
News, the independent
website devoted to luxury
yachts, has a new look and a
new URL. Re-launched to
provide a contemporary,
dynamic design, waterfall
menus on every page make
it easier to access both current and archival content,
grouped under intuitive
categories like ‘Yachts’,
‘Builders’, ‘People’, and
‘Events’. A slideshow directly beneath these menus
on the homepage offers top
stories of the day, with links
ABYC
announced
their first
leading
to full articles.
Its
Educator
Training
Confernew URL
is www.megayacht
ence,
July 23-25
in Annapolis,
news.com
(previously
.org).
MD. Bryne
This format
willsite
feature
says her
has
specific
topics
to enhanceonthe
excelled
in capitalizing
knowledge,
delivery,
supthe growing use of and
internet
port
of
marine
tech
instrucbased news and story extors
acrossIt the
change.
wascountry.
named inAtThe
tendees
include(now
educators,
Heliumwill
Report’s
Haloschool
administrators
whoblogs
gen Guides)
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teach
marine third
technology
list, areceived
place in
course,
and institutions
conthe Original
Online Content
sidering
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program.
To
Category
for BWI’s
annual
learn
more
about
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awards in 2009, and is the
Marine
go-to Service
yachtingTechnology
source for
Program
www.abycinc.
Reuters,visit
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org/marineservice.
Forbes.com, The To
Walllearn
Street
more
about
the
Educator
Journal, Vanity Fair, The SunTraining
Conference
visitand
day Times,
CNN.com,
www.abycinc.org/etc.
others. One story per week
is syndicated by Superyacht

Full Conference seminar
pass. Continuing Education
Units (CEUs) are available.
The third annual Grow
Boating Marketing Summit
will be held on September 30
(the day before IBEX opens)
at CAMLS across the street
from the convention center.
This year's event offers a full
day of learning with content
curated especially for the
Business magazine
in marits erecreational
boating
newsletter.
In
2010,
the
keter. Featured speakers full
daily Megayacht
News
feed
include
Mari Smith,
Heather
was also syndicated by
YachtWorld. com and
Boats.com.

Kenton Smith Adds
Legendary Marine
Wanda Kenton Smith of
Kenton Smith Marketing will
head up strategic dealership
marketing efforts for Legendary Marine. She will serve
as both agency of record
and the dealership’s official
in-house director of marketing, overseeing marine marketing for four dealership
ABYC also
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that
locations
in Destin,
Panama
sinceand
April
sixBeach,
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City
Ft. 2019,
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FL,
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online
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videos,
executive
editor, Sport
Fishtest/quiz samples,
and more.
ingContact
and Marlin
magazines
Margaret Podlich,
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continues service. Both
mpodlich@abycfoundation.
are
org.BWI members.
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Council was created over
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more.
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on fedAccessory
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2019 IBEXareas
Innovation
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and
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are
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open.
Deadhomeland security.
line for entry is August 30
and the contact is NMMA’s
DeMartini
Gains
Rachel Harmon
Performance
Account
(rharmon@nmma.
org).
Marilyn
WritersDeMartini’s
interested PR
in applyPower
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ing to has
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thepreparing
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toshould
promote
contact
a new
Alan
client,
Wendt
Ditec
USA, at the Miami Me(alan@wendtpro.com).
Boat
dia wishing
Show. She
to attend
discovered
the
the
company
sheAndrew
purevent
shouldwhen
contact
chased
anagolden@rushton
Audi and wanted
Golden,
protection
gregory.com.
for the light colored car and convertible
top. After experiencing
what she calls "The Ditec
Difference" -- a finish that
makes dirt, dust and contaminants a non-issue for
'clean freak' vehicle and
vessel owners -- she sought
the company as a client for
the marine industry.
DeMartini booked the
deal in early January at the
Palm Beach International
Speedway where, “It was
really fun to drive my car
around the road course at
the raceway!" Contact her
at md@prpower.biz.

ABYC Aims to Train Tech Teachers
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Supporting
Member
News
BWI Annual
Election
Results
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Yamaha Attacks
Plastics Problem
Yamaha Marine has partnered with Clearwater Mills
LLC to design and build a
device that can collect and
remove plastic waste and
other floating debris from
coastal stormwater systems.
The device is set up on shore
that uses a conveyor belt to
collect
floating
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Furuno Videos Show
Electronic Retrofits
A new video series that has
started in July dubbed
"Furuno Connections" offers
tips, tricks, and entertainment detailing the complete
electronics
retrofitinaboard
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BoatUS Issue Council
BoatUS has made new appointments to its National
Advisory Council including
Bob Adriance, editor of
Seaworthy magazine. He
joins Dean Travis Clarke,
executive editor, Sport Fishing and Marlin magazines
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are BWI members.
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since 2014. Under his guidance, the company successfully completed the International Organization of Standardization 9001: 2015 Certification, Contact Natalie Carrera, ncarrera@indmar.com.
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Active Member News
under the new brand “Seekr”
by Caframo into the marine
and RV industries throughout
South America, Europe, Middle East, Africa, Asia and
Oceania and look for opportunities in evolving market
segments. Contact Kelly
Flory, kelly@martin flory.
com,

Bauman Shares Info
On Women Anglers
At the recent ICAST show in
Orlando, Betty Bauman of
Ladies, Let’s Go Fishing shared
what she and colleagues have
learned about the women's
fishing market in more than 20
years of offering more than
100 interactive immersionbased educational programs to
entice women to fish. Demographics, preferences, obstacles, needs regarding fishing,
based on input from more
than 8,000 graduates. Most
programs were on saltwater,
with some on freshwater. She
says it’s a ripe, however elusive market for the fishing
industry. The next ladies
“Learn to Fish Day” will be at
the Tampa Boat Show, September 6. Contact Bauman at
fish@ladiesletsgofishing.com.

Groene Adds Mystery
To Nonfiction Line
Janet Groene, writing under
the pen name Farley Halladay,
has a new fiction series starting with “January Justice, a
Yacht Yenta Mystery”. From
her home base, the young
widow Halladay has an online
yacht charter booking service
that allows her to live vicariously in all the oceans of the

Soundings Repeating
Innovative Firm Salute

world. Unfortunately, murders keep getting in the way.
Groene is author of dozens of
nonfiction books about travel,
boating and RV travel. Her
features appear in cruise ship
publications in Alaska and
Caribbean itineraries. The ebook is available for Kindle,
Nook and other platforms.
Farley also blogs at https://
boatcook.blogspot.com and
has her own Facebook page.

Martin Flory Group
Has New Client
Caframo, manufacturer of
indoor and outdoor comfortable living solutions, has hired
Martin Flory Group. The PR
firm will promote its wideranging line of products now

Soundings Trade Only’s secondannual Top 10 Most Innovative Marine Companies
awards opened for entries on
July 1. The contest attracted
dozens of marine businesses
of all sizes last year. “Our
definition of innovation isn’t
about new
products,” says
Michael Verdon, editor in
chief. “It’s more
about the processes and concepts a business
uses to define –
or redefine –
themselves in a
changing industry. .” Applications may be
submitted online at
www.tradeonlytoday.com/
enter through August 31.
Contact Verdon at MVerdon@aimmedia.com.
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